In this manuscript the ability of hydrogen and halogen bonding interactions, as well as metal coordination to enhance FÁ Á ÁF interactions involving fluorine substituted aromatic rings has been studied at the RI-MP2/def2-TZVPD level of theory. We have used 4-fluoropyridine, 4-fluorobenzonitrile, 3-(4-fluorophenyl)propiolonitrile and their respective meta derivatives as aromatic compounds. In addition, we have used HF and IF as hydrogen and halogen bond donors, respectively, and Ag(I) as the coordination metal. Furthermore, we have also used HF as an electron rich fluorine donor entity, thus establishing FÁ Á ÁF interactions with the above mentioned aromatic systems. Moreover, a CSD (Cambridge Structural Database) search has been carried out and some interesting examples have been found, highlighting the impact of FÁ Á ÁF interactions involving aromatic fluorine atoms in solid state chemistry. Finally, cooperativity effects between FÁ Á ÁF interactions and both hydrogen and halogen bonding interactions have been analyzed and compared. We have also used Bader's theory of ''atoms in molecules'' to further describe the cooperative effects.
Introduction
Supramolecular chemists rely on in depth comprehension of noncovalent forces, which are pillars of modern chemistry. A proper understanding and intelligent utilization of them is essential to achieve progress in fields such as supramolecular chemistry, 1 molecular recognition 2 and materials science. 3 One of the best known supramolecular forces that is ubiquitous in many chemical and biological environments is hydrogen bonding. 4 A similar noncovalent force that shares strength and directionality features with hydrogen bonding is the halogen bonding interaction. 5 A halogen bond (R-XÁ Á ÁY-Z, X = halogen, Z = electron rich atom, Z = any atom) occurs when ''there is evidence of a net attractive interaction between an electrophilic region associated with a halogen atom in a molecular entity and a nucleophilic region in another, or the same, molecular entity''. 6 Related to this, the ability of halogen atoms to interact with Lewis bases has been known for some time. 7 For instance, the ability of iodo-and bromoperfluorocarbons to form noncovalent interactions with neutral and charged electron donors was reported by Resnati and co-workers, who remarked on the ability of haloperfluoroalkanes to participate as halogen-bond donor moieties in crystal engineering, unveiling the promising potential of halogen bonding interactions in supramolecular chemistry. [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] Consequently, a series of studies using the Cambridge Structural Database (CSD) have been carried out in order to shed light on the impact of this interaction in crystal structures. 17 The interest among the scientific community has expanded exponentially due to the recognition of its importance in biological systems and the design of new materials; leading to a plethora of theoretical and experimental studies devoted to this topic. [18] [19] [20] Related to this, fluorine-fluorine interactions have been considered as contentious noncovalent forces in the past, conversely to the heavier halogens, which are well-known to establish XÁ Á ÁX interactions, showing a dual behaviour (both electron and donor acceptors). 21 Owing to its low polarizability, 22 which provokes the attractive dispersion contribution to be rather low, FÁ Á ÁF interactions were skeptically considered as a stabilization source in solid state chemistry. However, there are a significant number of studies in the literature of C-FÁ Á ÁF-C interactions that have been characterized both experimentally and theoretically as important contributors in energetic stabilization. [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] Related to this, the exhaustive research on FÁ Á ÁF interactions carried out by the group of Varadwaj and coworkers is also remarkable. 28 They studied the possibility of establishing attractive intermolecular interactions between aromatic fluorine atoms in perfluorobenzene and several electron donor moieties. The energetic stability of the complexes studied was slightly favourable, and the authors concluded that, analogous to C-HÁ Á ÁH-C interactions, 29 in addition to the dispersion contribution the main stabilization force is attributed to the polarization term that is proportional to the atomic polarizabilities. Conversely, the electrostatic component is usually not attractive in regular FÁ Á ÁF interactions due to the absence of a s-hole in the fluorine atom. Herein, we study the possibility to electrostatically strengthen FÁ Á ÁF interaction by using cooperative noncovalent forces. In this study, our purpose is to investigate the ability of hydrogen and halogen bonding interactions, as well as metal coordination, to enhance FÁ Á ÁF interactions involving aromatic fluorine atoms. In order to achieve that goal, we have used a series of fluoropyridine derivatives, attaching the fluorine atom in meta and para positions of the ring (Fig. 1 ). In addition, we have progressively increased the distance between the nitrogen and fluorine atoms in order to account for long range enhancing effects. We have used HF and IF as hydrogen and halogen bond donors, respectively, and Ag(I) as a transition metal coordinating atom (see Fig. 2 and 3) . Furthermore, we have also used HF as an electron donor entity, thus establishing FÁ Á ÁF interactions with the above mentioned aromatic moieties. Finally, cooperativity effects between the FÁ Á ÁF interactions and either hydrogen or halogen bonding interactions have been analysed and compared. Moreover, a CSD (Cambridge Structural Database) search has been carried out and some interesting examples have been found, highlighting the impact of FÁ Á ÁF interactions involving aromatic fluorine atoms in solid state chemistry. Finally, we have also used Bader's theory of ''atoms in molecules'' to further describe and rationalize the cooperative effects observed in the assemblies.
Theoretical methods
The energies of all complexes included in this study were computed at the RI-MP2/def2-TZVPD level of theory by means of the program TURBOMOLE version 7.0. 30 The optimization of the molecular geometries has been performed imposing the C s and C 2v symmetry point groups unless otherwise noted. The interaction energies were calculated with correction for the basis set superposition error (BSSE) by using the Boys-Bernardi counterpoise technique. 31 The MEP (Molecular Electrostatic Potential) calculations have been performed at the MP2/def2-TZVP level by means of the Gaussian09 calculation package. 32 Frequency calculations have been performed at the RI-MP2/ def2TZVPD level of theory. The Bader's ''Atoms in molecules'' theory has been used to study the interactions discussed herein by means of the AIMall calculation package. 33 The calculations for wavefunction analyses were carried out at the MP2/def2-TZVP level of theory. In the ternary complexes where FÁ Á ÁF and 
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other interactions coexist, we have studied cooperativity effects by computing the cooperativity energy E coop using eqn (1) .
where the DE BSSE (AB) and DE BSSE (AC) terms correspond to the interaction energies (BSSE-corrected) of the optimized FÁ Á ÁF (AB) and sB (AC) (sB notation is used to define the hydrogen/ halogen bonding interaction involving the nitrogen atom of the pyridine/CN moiety) dimeric complexes, respectively. The DE BSSE (ABC) is the interaction energy of the optimized ternary complex (formed by the combination of FÁ Á ÁF and sB interactions). The DE BSSE (BC) term is the interaction of the HF molecule with the XF (X = H, I) molecule that interacts with the nitrogen atom in the geometry that they have in the FÁ Á ÁF-sB ternary complexes (in the absence of the aromatic portion). For instance in ternary complex 25 (see Fig. 2 ) the
The latter term corresponds to the interaction between both HF molecules as they stand in complex 25. This expression has been successfully used in the study of cooperativity effects in a variety of systems in which two different interactions coexist, including p systems as simultaneous hydride and hydrogen-bond acceptors and the simultaneous interaction of an anion with a variety of noncovalent and covalent interactions. 
Results and discussion

MEPS study
As a preliminary study, we have computed the molecular electrostatic potential (MEP) of compounds 1 to 6, 13 to 24 and 37 to 42 (see Table 1 ) to investigate the existence of a s-hole in the F atom. Moreover, the MEP surface plots of some representative examples are shown in Fig. 4 and the MEP values are gathered in Table 1 . From the inspection of the results several points arise. First, for compounds 1 to 6 a negative potential value ranging from À10 to À5 kcal mol À1 is found on the fluorine atom along the extension of the C-F bond, thus expecting non attractive interactions with electron rich entities. Second, for complexes 13 to 24 a different behaviour is observed depending on which interaction establishes the nitrogen atom of the aromatic moiety. For hydrogen bonding complexes (13, 15, 17, 19 , 21 and 23) a negative potential value is also obtained for the fluorine atom along the C-F bond, ranging from À4 to À2 kcal mol
À1
. However, the MEP values are less negative than those obtained for compounds 1 to 6, thus expecting more attractive (or less repulsive) interaction with electron rich molecules. On the other hand, for halogen bonding complexes (14, 16, 18, 20, 22 and 24) two different tendencies are observed. First, in the para substituted complexes (14, 16 and 18) positive MEP values at the outermost part of the fluorine atom are obtained (compounds 14 and 16), ranging from 0 to +4 kcal mol
. Thus, for these compounds a s-hole on the F atom is generated and attractive interaction with electron donor moieties is expected. For complex 18 the s-hole on the fluorine atom was not formed due to the presence of the CC triple bond that attenuates the effect of the halogen bond. Second, in the meta substituted complexes (20, 22 and 24) only 20 showed a positive MEP value a Value measured at the extension of the C-F bond. over the fluorine atom. Finally, for Ag(I) compounds (37 to 42) a positive potential region located at the outermost region of the fluorine atom appeared, thus being electrostatically favoured the interaction with an electron rich entity. It is also worth noting that both IF and HF present a positive potential region located at the outermost region of the iodine and hydrogen atoms, respectively, thus highlighting their strong electron acceptor characteristics. Therefore the H-bonding and halogen bonding complexes are expected to be very favourable. Finally, for all three interactions (hydrogen bonding, halogen bonding and metal coordination), the MEP values become more negative on going from pyridine complexes (13, 14, 19, 20, 37 and 40) to their respective propiolonitrile analogues (17, 18, 23, 24, 39 and 42), due to the higher basicity of the former. In addition, the values obtained for the para substituted systems are more positive than the ones obtained for the meta substituted complexes, stressing the importance of resonance effects. Finally, a general trend with respect to the ability to generate a s-hole on the fluorine atom can be establish, that is, hydrogen bonding o halogen bonding o Ag(I) coordination.
It is worth mentioning the relevance of these findings, since the formation of an NÁ Á ÁI halogen bond in p-fluorocyanobenzene is able to provoke the formation of a s-hole in the fluorine atom, thus inverting its electrostatic potential.
Energetic study
Binary complexes. The interaction energies and equilibrium distances obtained for complexes 7 to 24 (see Fig. 2 ) studied herein are summarized in Table 2 . From the inspection of the results, several interesting conclusions can be extracted. First, for complexes 7 to 12 the binding energy values obtained are almost negligible due to the establishment of FÁ Á ÁF interactions involving two negative fluorine atoms, thus the interaction is basically dominated by dispersion and polarization terms that compensate the electrostatic repulsion. Second, the binding (complexes 10 to 12) . The results obtained are in agreement with the MEP analysis shown above, where negative electrostatic potential values were obtained over the fluorine atom for compounds 1 to 6 (see Table 1 ). These results are similar to the ones obtained by Varadwaj and coworkers, remarking the subtle nature of the FÁ Á ÁF interactions. Finally, for complexes 13 to 24 large and negative interaction energy values were obtained, ranging between À20 and À7 kcal mol À1 , thus indicating strong binding upon complexation. Furthermore, halogen bonding complexes exhibited larger binding energy values than their corresponding hydrogen bonding analogues, due to its stronger electron acceptor characteristics.
As it can be observed in Table 2 , there is a progressive weakening in the interaction energy values obtained when the distance between the nitrogen and the fluorine atoms is enlarged (see for instance complexes 14, 16 and 18), in agreement with the MEP analysis discussed above. Finally, the para and meta substituted compounds exhibit similar binding energy values, thus indicating that the resonance effect is not crucial for the global stabilization of the complexes studied herein.
Ternary complexes. The geometric and energetic features computed for ternary complexes 25 to 36 (see Fig. 2 ) are summarized in Table 3 . Interestingly, the equilibrium distances R e of the FÁ Á ÁF interactions in FÁ Á ÁF-sB complexes are shorter than in binary complexes 7 to 12. This result indicates that the presence of the NÁ Á ÁX interactions (either hydrogen or halogen bonding) strengthens the FÁ Á ÁF interactions. In addition, the equilibrium distances of the s-bonding interaction R sB are also shorter in ternary FÁ Á ÁF-sB complexes compared to binary complexes 13 to 24, thus, the presence of the FÁ Á ÁF interactions also strengthens the s-bonding interaction. As expected, this mutual reinforcement varies depending on the kind of s-interaction considered. In general, the shortening of the FÁ Á ÁF interactions (0.008 r DR e r 0.211 Å) is more significant than the shortening 
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of the s-interactions (0.002 r DR sB r 0.006 Å), which likely indicates that the FÁ Á ÁF interactions are more reinforced than the s-interaction. This issue will be further discussed in the AIM analysis (see below). Moreover, with respect to the R sB values, the greater shortening corresponds to the halogen bonding interaction (NÁ Á ÁI). Table 3 ). Second, in absolute terms, the E coop values are more significant in halogen bonded complexes (26, 28, 30, 32, 34 and 36) , contributing 4-10% of the total interaction energy. This result points out that the interaction of the IF molecule with the lone pair of the nitrogen atom by means of the s-hole of the iodine atom enhances the FÁ Á ÁF interactions established with the FH moiety to a major extent. It is also remarkable that the E coop values are more negative in para substituted complexes than in their meta substituted analogues, thus the mutual reinforcement of both FÁ Á ÁF interactions and either hydrogen or halogen bonding is higher in the former. We have also analyzed whether there is a correlation between the cooperativiy values (E coop ) and the total interaction energy DE BSSE in complexes 25 to 36; and we have found a strong correlation (r = 0.951), indicating that the cooperativiy energy is related to the total interaction energy of the ternary complexes.
As suggested by one referee, we have further analysed the reinforcement of the FÁ Á ÁF interactions in the ternary complexes by comparing the binding energies of the bimolecular complexes to those of the termolecular complexes (denoted as DDE in Table 4 ), computing the energy of the termolecular considering that the H/X-bonded complex has been previously formed (denoted as DE (ABÁ Á ÁC) in Table 4 ). This methodology has been successfully used in the analysis of cooperativity effects in FÁ Á ÁO and IÁ Á ÁN halogen bonding complexes. 37 The FÁ Á ÁF interactions ). In general, the FÁ Á ÁF interaction energy is more enhanced in those termolecular complexes where the aromatic moiety participates in F-IÁ Á ÁN halogen bonding interactions than in those involving H-bonding F-HÁ Á ÁN interactions, in agreement with the cooperativity energies listed in Table 3 .
AIM analysis
We have performed AIM analysis of all compounds studied in this work. It is well established that the charge density r at the critical points (CPs) that emerge upon complexation gives helpful information regarding the strength of the noncovalent interactions involved in the complexes. Indeed, they have been successfully used as a measure of the bond order in a variety of noncovalent interactions including anion-p, hydrogen bonding and halogen-bonding interactions. Therefore, the variation in the r value at CPs in ternary systems with respect to the isolated FÁ Á ÁF and sB complexes can be used to analyse the mutual influence of both interactions. In Fig. 5 , the FÁ Á ÁF-sB complex 32 presents a r value of 6.12 Â 10 À2 a.u. at the bond CP that characterizes the halogen bonding interaction, which is greater than the value computed at the bond CP of complex 14 (6.04 Â 10 À2 a.u.). This result confirms that the halogen bond in 32 is reinforced with respect to complex 14. The same behaviour is observed for the values of r at the bond CP that characterizes the FÁ Á ÁF interactions. Variation of the value from 0.27 Â 10 À2 a.u. for complex 7 to 0.36 Â 10 À2 a.u. for complex 32 also indicates a reinforcement of the FÁ Á ÁF interactions. For the rest of the complexes of the study, similar conclusions can be extracted (see Table 5 ). In all FÁ Á ÁF-sB complexes, the Dr values are positive, thus indicating a reinforcement of both interactions, in agreement with the energetic and geometric results (vide supra). The variation of the r values at the bond CPs [Dr BCP (FÁ Á ÁF) and Dr BCP (sB) values] can be used as a degree of strengthening of the interaction. For instance, the variation of the r value at the bond CP that characterized the FÁ Á ÁF interactions in complex 32 is greater than in complex 31, as expected, considering the strong electron acceptor characteristics of the IF molecule.
Effect of the metal coordination
It is well known that aromatic heterocyclic compounds are widely used as ligands in coordination chemistry. 38 Therefore, we have analysed the influence of the N-metal coordination on the binding energy values involving the compounds used in this study (see Fig. 3 ). We have used AgCl as the metal coordination moiety. The energetic results are gathered in Table 6 . As it can be observed, the binding energy values are favourable, ranging between À0.5 and À0.1 kcal mol
À1
. When compared to the related uncoordinated complexes (7 to 12, see DDE values in Table 5 ) it can be observed a clear reinforcement of the FÁ Á ÁF interaction, which ranges from 0.3 to 1.1 kcal mol
. These results are in agreement with the MEP analysis shown above, which anticipated a stronger binding for the Ag(I)-complexes.
In addition, the FÁ Á ÁF distances obtained are shorter than the ones obtained for the uncoordinated complexes, in agreement with the energetic and geometric results. Moreover, the values of the density at the bond CP are larger than the ones obtained for their uncoordinated analogues. Finally, it is worth mentioning that the interaction energies of all FÁ Á ÁF complexes are energetically favourable, including complex 48 (HFÁ Á ÁFC 6 H 5 -CC-CNÁ Á ÁAgCl) where the Ag metal center is located distant from the F atom. Thus this is an interesting long range synergetic effect of the metal coordination on the FÁ Á ÁF interactions.
CSD examples
We have examined the Cambridge Structural Database (CSD) in order to find experimental evidence that supports the calculations discussed above. We have found 497 hits exhibiting FÁ Á ÁF contacts at distances that are less than the sum of their van der Waals radii. Three selected examples are shown in Fig. 6 Ár) have been calculated at the MP2/def2-TZVP level of theory.
b DDE, see footnote of Table 4 . 
Conclusions
The results reported in this manuscript stress the importance of the mutual effects between noncovalent forces involving FÁ Á ÁF interactions and hydrogen bonding, halogen bonding and metal coordination, which can lead to an electrostatic enhancement of FÁ Á ÁF interactions and chiefly, to remarkable cooperativity effects. These effects are even more noticeable in systems where the nitrogen atom is forming part of the p-system of the ring. We have estimated the cooperativity effects energetically (E coop values), obtaining results that are in agreement with the geometric features of the complexes and the AIM analysis. Finally, in order to find experimental evidence that supports the calculations discussed above we have performed a search in the CSD (Cambridge Structural Database), and we have found 497 hits that exhibit FÁ Á ÁF contacts, highlighting the impact of this interaction in solid state chemistry, particularly in fluorobenzene derivatives.
